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Unsupervised Learning

K-means - Example. Figure: Clustering Google queries - jaguar and palm. 16. Page 26. K-means. â–· Î¼k is a prototype vector that represents the k-th group. 
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Clustering k-means



Supervised learning



I



Recall that supervised learning learns a function f from some input point x to a target variable t, i.e. f : x → t. I



I



x represents the input data (text document, image, speech, ...).



Dataset is labelled, i.e. we are given pairs of (xi , ti ).
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Recall that supervised learning learns a function f from some input point x to a target variable t, i.e. f : x → t. I



I I



I



x represents the input data (text document, image, speech, ...). t ∈ R for regression t = {−1, +1} for classification



Dataset is labelled, i.e. we are given pairs of (xi , ti ).



Unsupervised learning
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Data has no target attributes. We only have the xi ’s but no corresponding ti
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Data has no target attributes. We only have the xi ’s but no corresponding ti Goal: Find some intrinsic structure in the data
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Data has no target attributes. We only have the xi ’s but no corresponding ti Goal: Find some intrinsic structure in the data Applications: clustering, mixture density estimation.



Clustering
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Clustering is a technique for finding similarity groups in data, called clusters.
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Clustering is a technique for finding similarity groups in data, called clusters. Formal definition: Given a set of points {xi }ni=1 , a clustering is an assignement of datapoints to K groups. I I



Hard clustering: Each xi belongs to a single cluster Soft clustering: xi belongs to each cluster with a probability pi ∈ [0, 1]
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Clustering is a technique for finding similarity groups in data, called clusters. Formal definition: Given a set of points {xi }ni=1 , a clustering is an assignement of datapoints to K groups. I I



I



Hard clustering: Each xi belongs to a single cluster Soft clustering: xi belongs to each cluster with a probability pi ∈ [0, 1]



There is not best clustering of the data. I



No groundtruth data



Aspects of clustering
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A distance (similarity, or dissimilarity) function
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A distance (similarity, or dissimilarity) function Clustering quality: I I



Maximize inter-clusters distance Minimize Intra-clusters distance
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A distance (similarity, or dissimilarity) function Clustering quality: I I
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Maximize inter-clusters distance Minimize Intra-clusters distance



How to choose the number of clusters K ?



K-means (K=2) 4 Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Centroids
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K-means (K=4) 4 3
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K-means (K=8) 4 3
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K-means (K=20) 4 3
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K-means - Example



Figure: Original image



K-means - Example



Figure: Black and white image



K-means - Example



Figure: K-means clustering with K = 2



K-means - Example



Figure: Images segmented using SLIC into superpixels of size 64, 256, and 1024 pixels (approximately).



K-means - Example



Figure: Clustering Google images - jaguar



K-means - Example



Figure: Clustering Google images - palm



K-means - Example



Figure: Clustering Google queries - jaguar and palm



K-means
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µk is a prototype vector that represents the k-th group as its center of mass. I I



P µk = P nk−1 i I{ti =k} xi nk = i I{ti =k}
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µk is a prototype vector that represents the k-th group as its center of mass. I I



I



P µk = P nk−1 i I{ti =k} xi nk = i I{ti =k}



Each datapoint xi should be assigned to the group whose prototype vector µk is the closest to xi . I



||xi − µti || = mink ||xi − µk ||.



K-means
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Chicken-and-egg problem



K-means
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Chicken-and-egg problem Fix ti , every µk is then the center of mass of points assigned to k.
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Chicken-and-egg problem Fix ti , every µk is then the center of mass of points assigned to k. Fix µk , get ti with nearest neighbor classification



K-means: algorithm Algorithm 1 K-means 1: Initialize µk at random 2: repeat 3: for each cluster P center µk do 4: µk = nk−1 i I{ti =k} xi 5: end for 6: for each xi do 7: ti ← arg mink ||xi − µk || 8: end for 9: Compute residual error . 10: until  ≤ threshold



K-means: analysis
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Notations: Denote t = [ti ] and µ = [µk ]
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Notations: Denote t = [ti ] and µ = [µk ] Define anP energy P function: φ(t, µ) = i k I{ti =k} ||xi − µk ||2 .



K-means: analysis
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Pros: I



Simple
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Pros: I



I



Simple



Cons: I I I



No unique solution Not robust Hard assignment



Density estimation. Mixture models



Maximum likelihood
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Recall that we don’t have ti .
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Recall that we don’t have ti . However, we can build a parameterised model of the probability distribution p(x). 



 I



p(x) =



Q



i



p(xi ) =



Q P  |ti = k) P(ti = k), i  k p(x | i {z } N(xi |µk ,I)



Maximum likelihood
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Recall that we don’t have ti . However, we can build a parameterised model of the probability distribution p(x). 



 I



p(x) =



Q



i



p(xi ) =



Q P  |ti = k) P(ti = k), i  k p(x | i {z } N(xi |µk ,I)



I



Density estimation: Adjust parameters µk and P(ti = k) by maximizing p(x).



Density estimation



Figure: Illustration of different density estimation techniques. Left to right: One gaussian, Data, KDE, Gaussian mixture model.



Kernel Density Estimation



I



Place a Gaussian function N(x|xi , h2 I) on each datapoint and the density as P then estimate 1 2 p(x|h) = n i N(x|xi , h I).
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The only parameter is the kernel width h



Kernel Density Estimation
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Place a Gaussian function N(x|xi , h2 I) on each datapoint and the density as P then estimate 1 2 p(x|h) = n i N(x|xi , h I). Pros: I



I



The only parameter is the kernel width h



Cons: I I



Adjusting the kernel width can be difficult Cost: Need to store all the data points



GMM



I



What’s a good compromise between a single Gaussian and one Gaussian per datapoint?



GMM
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What’s a good compromise between a single Gaussian and one Gaussian per datapoint? Answer: Use K 
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